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Abstract
Many authors have dealt with problems related to the symmetrization of sequences of orthogonal polynomials on a real
line or on a unit circle. Particular aspects are treated for quadratic or cubic decompositions. In this paper, we present
a technique that uni4es the treatment of these topics for an arbitrary positive order of decomposition n by considering a
more general de4nition of orthogonality. This technique is based on the decomposition with respect to the cyclic group of
order n. The main theorem is applied to the orthogonality on (n− 1)-symmetric curves. Some particular cases are singled
out. These results may be useful in studying Hermite–Pad8e approximations, vector continued fractions and dynamical
systems. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let n be an arbitrary positive integer and {m}m∈N be a polynomial family in C[z]. {m}m∈N is
called (n− 1)-symmetric if and only if it satis4es the following conditions for all m ∈ N:
degm = m;
m(!nz) = !mn m(z);
where !n = exp(2i=n) is the complex nth root of unity (cf. [12]).
This means that there exist n polynomial sets {Ps;k}s∈N; k ∈ Nn = {0; 1; : : : ; n− 1}; such that
ns+k(z) = zkPs;k(zn); s ∈ N: (1.1)
These n families are called the components of the polynomial set {m}m∈N. As an example, for
n = 2; we recall the well-known relations linking Hermite polynomials and Laguerre polynomials
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(cf. [31] Eq. 5:6:1):{
H2m(z) = (−1)m22mm!L(−1=2)m (z2);
H2m+1(z) = (−1)m22m+1m!zL(1=2)m (z2):
(1.2)
There are two interesting particular ways to de4ne recursively a (n − 1)-symmetric polynomial
sequence. The 4rst one consists of putting{
r(z) = zr if r = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1;
zm(z) = m+1(z) + am+2−nm+1−n(z) if m= n− 1; n; : : : ;
(1.3)
where aj is a complex sequence with aj = 0 for every j; while the second one concerns the recurrence
relation:{
r(z) = 0 if r ¡ 0; r(z) = zr if r = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1;
znm(z) = m+n(z) + mm(z) + mm−n(z) if m= 0; 1; : : : ;
(1.4)
where m and m are two complex sequences with m = 0 for every m.
We meet these two types of recurrence relations in many papers dealing with generalizations of
the so-called Favard Theorem. We cite, for instance, [13,14,22,23,29,32,33].
The recurrence relations (1.3) appear in the de4nition of generalized continued fractions (cf.
Bruin [9]), vector Pad8e approximations (cf. [32]) simultaneous Pad8e approximations (cf. [10]), and
d-orthogonal polynomials, a special case of multiple orthogonal polynomials (cf. [1,12,32]). They
are connected to banded Hessenberg matrices with entries only on the extreme diagonals, which
have interesting applications as it was mentioned in [31].
One of the problems related to the representation (1.1) consists of studying the relations linking
the orthogonality of the polynomial sequence {m}m∈N and those of its components {Ps;k}s∈N; k ∈
Nn. This problem arises in Hermite–Pad8e approximations; vector continued fractions; and dynamical
systems (cf. [1]). It was treated by many authors for two particular types of orthogonality:
The 4rst one concerns the orthogonality on (n − 1)-symmetric stars with n rays abutting on the
origin O in the complex domain
En(R) =
n−1⋃
k=0
En; k(R); (1.5)
where
En; k(R) = {z ∈ C | z = re2ik=n; 06r6R6+∞}:
The case n = 2 was treated by Carlitz [4]. MilovanoviJc [26] considered the case corresponding to
an even n when R = 1. The second one concerns the orthogonality on the unit circle. This case
was treated by Marcell8an and Sansigre [20,21], for n= 2 and 3, and by Ricci [28], for an arbitrary
positive integer n.
In this paper, we generalize all the above results by considering a suitable de4nition of orthogo-
nality. Our approach is based on the decomposition of a complex function with respect to the cyclic
group of order n. Another approach, based on the Pad8e table for a formal power series, was used
by van Rossum [34]. In this context, it should be mentioned that many authors dealt with problems
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related to the symmetrization of sequences of orthogonal polynomials on the real line or on the unit
circle. We quote, for instance, [2,5–8,11,13,19,24,25].
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 deals with the decomposition with respect
to the cyclic group of order n. We introduce the notion of (n − 1)-symmetric linear functionals
and we establish some of its properties. In Section 3, we develop some results concerning the
(n− 1)-symmetric orthonormal sequences and we prove the main Theorem. In Section 4, we apply
this Theorem to the orthogonality on (n− 1)-symmetric sets. Three particular cases are singled out.
Some explicit examples are discussed.
2. Decompositions with respect to the cyclic group of order n
Let U be a (n− 1)-symmetric subset in C; that is !nU = U . Denote by F(U ) the vector space
of all functions from U into C and de4ne an operator  :F(U )→F(U ) by
f(z) = f(!nz) for f ∈F(U ) and z ∈ U: (2.1)
This operator satis4es n= I; the identity operator. So the following direct sum decomposition holds
(cf. [27]):
F(U ) =
n−1⊕
k=0
F(U )[n; k]; (2.2)
where
F(U )[n; k] = ker( − !knI) = ker(I −[n; k]) (2.3)
with
[n; k] =
1
n
n−1∑
‘=0
!−k‘n 
‘: (2.4)
The subspaces F(U )[2;0] and F(U )[2;1] correspond, respectively, to subspaces of even functions and
odd functions.
Let P be the vector subspace of polynomials in z and Kz with complex coeLcients and let P′ be
its dual. We denote by 〈S; f〉 the eMect of S ∈ P′ on f ∈ P. The elements of P′ are called linear
functionals. We also have the decompositions (cf. [3]):
P=
n−1⊕
k=0
P[n; k] and P′ =
n−1⊕
k=0
P′[n; k]; (2.5)
where P[n; k] = {f ∈ P |f(!nz) =!knf(z)} and P′[n; k] its dual, that is the set of linear functionals S
in P′ satisfying
〈S; f〉= 0 for all f ∈ P⊥[n; k] =
n−1⊕
‘=0; ‘ =k
P[n;‘]: (2.6)
It follows that every linear functional S ∈ P′ has the representation S =∑n−1k=0 S[n; k] with S[n; k] =
′[n; k](S); where the operator 
′
[n; k] is given by the relation
〈′[n; k] S; f〉= 〈S;[n; k]f〉; f ∈ P: (2.7)
For further purposes, we need the following lemma which one can easily prove.
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Lemma 2.1. Let S and T be two linear functionals and {pm}m∈N be a polynomial family in C[z]
satisfying degpm = m. We have
S = T i7 〈S; pmpm′〉= 〈T; pmpm′〉 for all m;m′ = 0; 1; : : : ;
where P(z)Q(z) is the polynomial in P obtained by formal multiplication of the polynomials P(z)
and Q(z). The bar, as usual, denotes complex conjugation.
Denition. A linear functional S is called (n− 1)-symmetric if and only if S ∈ P′[n;0].
From identity (2.6), we deduce the following characterizations of (n− 1)-symmetric linear func-
tionals:
Lemma 2.2. Let S ∈ P′. The following statements are equivalent
(i) S ∈ P′[n;0];
(ii) N′[n;0]S = S;
(iii) ′S = S; where 〈′S; f〉= 〈S; f〉 for all f ∈ P;
(iv) 〈S; zi Kzj〉= 0 for i − j ≡ 0(n).
3. (n− 1)-symmetric orthonormal sequences
Denition. A linear functional S ∈ P′ is said to be positive de:nite whenever the matrix (cij =
〈S; zi Kzj〉)i; j=0;1; ::: is hermitian and positive de4nite. That is,
Dm = det[(cij)i; j=0;1; :::;m]¿ 0; for all m ∈ N:
By means of a positive-de4nite linear functional S; we de4ne an inner product on C[z] as follows:
(P;Q)S = 〈S; P · KQ〉 for all (P;Q) ∈ (C[z])2: (3.1)
In this case, the set of orthogonal polynomials {Pm(z; S)}m∈N with respect to S generated by the
powers 1; z; z2; : : : is expressed by the following formulae:
Pm(z; S) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
c00 c01 · · · c0m
c10 c11 · · · c1m
...
...
...
...
cm−10 cm−11 : : : cm−1m
1 z : : : zm
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
; m= 0; 1; 2; : : : :
The polynomials
Qm(z; S) =
{
(Dm−1Dm)−1=2 Pm(z; S) m= 1; 2; : : : ;
(D0)−1=2 m= 0
are orthonormal.
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Remark 3.1. Another set of orthogonal polynomials {Rm(z; S)}m∈N with respect to S must be related
to {Pm(z; S)}m∈N by the formula Rm(z; S)= mPm(z; S) where m is a complex sequence without null
terms.
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a positive-de:nite linear functional on P. If S is (n − 1)-symmetric then
(C[z])[n; k] and (C[z])⊥[n; k] =⊕n−1‘=0
‘ =k
(C[z])[n;‘] are orthogonal with respect to the inner product (3:1).
Proof. If S is (n− 1)-symmetric, the inner product (3.1) takes the form
(P;Q)S = (P;Q)′[n; 0]S = 〈′[n;0]S; P · KQ〉= 〈S;[n;0](P · KQ)〉 for all (P;Q) ∈ (C[z])2:
So, we have
(P;Q)S =
〈
S;
n−1∑
‘=0
P[n;‘] · Q[n;‘]
〉
for all (P;Q) ∈ (C[z])2 (3.2)
by virtue of the Parseval identity (cf. [3]):
n−1∑
k=0
f[n; k](z)g[n; k](z) =
1
n
n−1∑
p=0
f(!pn z) · g(!pn z) =[n;0](f · Kg)(z); (f; g) ∈ (F(U ))2:
From (3.2), we obtain
(P;Q)S = 0 for all (P;Q) ∈ (C[z])[n; k] × ((C[z])[n; k])⊥;
which completes the proof.
Next, we deal with orthogonal polynomials with respect to the inner product (3.1).
From Lemma 3.2 we deduce the following:
Lemma 3.3. Let S be a (n−1)-symmetric positive-de:nite linear functional on P and let {m(z)}m∈N
be a (n− 1)-symmetric polynomial set. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) {m(z)}m∈N is an orthonormal polynomial set with respect to S.
(ii)
〈S; ns+kns′+k〉= %s s′ ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1:
We also state
Lemma 3.4. Let {m(z; S)}m∈N be an orthogonal polynomial set with respect to a positive-de:nite
linear functional S. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) S is (n− 1)-symmetric linear functional.
(ii) {m(z; S)}m∈N is (n− 1)-symmetric polynomial set.
Proof. We have
〈S; mm′〉= rm%m m′ ; rm = 0; m= 0; 1; : : : :
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Moreover if S is (n− 1)-symmetric then, by virtue of Lemma 2.2, we deduce
〈S; m&m′〉= 〈′S; m&m′〉= 〈S; m&m′〉:
Consequently, by virtue of Remark 3.1, m possesses the same orthogonality property as m.
Therefore, comparing the coeLcients of zm; we obtain
m(z; S) = m(!nz; S) = Const: m(z; S) = !mn m(z; S);
which means that the sequence {m(z; S)}m∈N is (n− 1)-symmetric.
Conversely, assume that the sequence {m(z; S)}m∈N is (n− 1)-symmetric. To prove the (n− 1)-
symmetry of S; it is suLcient, according to Lemmas 2.1–2.2, to verify
〈′S; m&m′〉= 〈S; m&m′〉:
To this end, we write
〈′S; m&m′〉= 〈S; m&m′〉
= 〈S; !m−m′n m&m′〉
=!m−m
′
n rm%mm′
= rm%mm′
= 〈S; m&m′〉;
which completes the proof.
To state our principal result, we need the two following de4nitions.
Given S ∈ P′ and g ∈ P; we de4ne the linear functional gS by
〈gS; f〉= 〈S; gf〉 ∀f ∈ P:
If S is (n− 1)-symmetric, we de4ne S˜ by
〈S˜ ; f(z)〉= 〈S; f(zn)〉 ∀f ∈ P:
Now, using Lemmas 3.3–3.4, we establish the following:
Theorem 3.5. Let S and Sk ; k ∈ Nn; be (n + 1) positive-de:nite linear functionals; and let
{m(z; S)}m∈N and {Pm;k(z; Sk)}m∈N; k ∈ Nn; be their associated orthonormal polynomials. These
polynomials are related by the relation
ns+k(z; S) = zkPs;k(zn; Sk); s ∈ N; (3.3)
if and only if
Sk = ]|z|2kS: (3.4)
Moreover; if one of the (n+ 1) sets is given; the others are uniquely determined.
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Proof. We have
{m(z; S)}m∈N satis4es (3:3)⇐⇒{m}m∈N is (n− 1)-symmetric
⇐⇒ S is (n− 1)-symmetric (Lemma 3:4)
⇐⇒〈S; ns+kns′+k〉= %ss′ (Lemma 3:3):
On the other hand, we write
〈Sk ; Ps; k(z; Sk)Ps′ ; k(z; Sk)〉= %ss′ = 〈S; zkPs; k(zn; Sk)zkPs′ ; k(zn; Sk)〉
= 〈S; |z|2kPs; k(zn; Sk)Ps′ ; k(zn; Sk)〉
= 〈|z|2kS; Ps; k(zn; Sk)Ps′ ; k(zn; Sk)〉
= 〈]|z|2kS; Ps; k(z; Sk)Ps′ ; k(z; Sk)〉;
and by virtue of Lemma 2.1, we deduce (3.4).
Remark 3.6. The result of Theorem 3.5 holds if one replaces the hypothesis “orthonormal ” by
“monic orthogonal ”.
4. Orthogonality on (n− 1)-symmetric sets
Let C0 be a curve in the complex domain. Put
C =
n−1⋃
k=0
(!knC0) (4.1)
to construct a (n−1)-symmetric set. Let ' be a weight function holomorphic in a domain containing
the set C. We de4ne a linear functional S(';C; ‘); ‘ a 4xed integer in Nn; on P as follows:
〈S(';C; ‘); f〉= n
∫
C0
[n;‘](f · ')(z) dz; f ∈ P: (4.2)
We assume that the weight ' is such that the considered integrals are convergent. Here and through-
out this section, the notation [n;‘](g) means [n;‘](g|C); g|C being the restriction to the curve C of
a function g de4ned on a domain containing C. We state the following.
Lemma 4.1. We have the equivalence
' ∈ (F(C))[n;‘] i7 the linear functional S(';C; ‘) is (n− 1)-symmetric:
Proof. It is easy to see that
[n;‘]([n; k](f) · ') =[n;‘]
(
f ·
[n;
:︷︸︸︷
‘−k ]
(')
)
; k ∈ Nn; (4.3)
where r˙ designates the class of r modulo n.
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From (4.3) and (2.7), we deduce the components of the linear functional S(';C; ‘):
′[n; k](S(';C; ‘)) = S
(

[n;
:︷︸︸︷
‘−k ]
(');C; ‘
)
; k ∈ Nn:
In particular, for k = 0; we obtain
′[n;0](S(';C; ‘)) = S([n;‘](');C; ‘);
from which the desired equivalence follows by virtue of Lemma 2.2.
Using Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 4.1, we state
Theorem 4.2. Let {m}m∈N be an orthonormal polynomial set on the (n−1)-symmetric set C with
respect to the weight function '(z) = z‘'˜(zn) and let {Pm;k(x)}m∈N; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n − 1; denote the
orthonormal polynomials on Cn0 = {zn; z ∈ C0} with respect to; respectively; the weight functions
'k(z). The polynomials m(x) satisfy the relation
ns+k(x) = xkPs;k(xn); s ∈ N;
if and only if 'k(z) = |z|2k=nz(‘+1−n)=n'˜(z); k = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1.
Next, we shall consider some particular (n− 1)-symmetric curves for C.
Case 1: (n− 1)-symmetric stars. Now, we consider the particular case when C0 is reduced to the
interval [0; R]; 06R6+∞; and ‘ = 0. In this case, the (n− 1)-symmetric set C is the star En(R)
with n rays abutting on the origin O de4ned by (1:5) and the linear functional given by (4.2) is
reduced to
〈S(';En(R)); f〉=
n−1∑
k=0
∫ R
0
f(r!kn)'(r!
k
n) dr; f ∈ P: (4.4)
The orthogonality on (n− 1)-symmetric stars with respect to the linear functional (4.4) was, as far
as we know, introduced by Endl [15–18] to construct orthogonal polynomials having an involution
property. Recently, MilovanoviJc [26] discussed some properties of the orthogonal polynomials on
(n− 1)-symmetric stars when n is even.
From Theorem 4.2, we deduce the following:
Corollary 4.3. Let {m}m∈N be an orthonormal polynomial set on the star En(R) with respect to
the weight function '; ' ∈ (F(En(R)))[n;0]; and let {Pm;k(x)}m∈N; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n − 1; denote the
orthonormal polynomials on the interval [0; Rn] with respect to; respectively; the weight functions
'k(x). The polynomials m(x) satisfy the relation
ns+k(x) = xkPs;k(xn); s ∈ N
if and only if 'k(x) = x(2k+1−n)=n'(x1=n); k = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1.
Remark. If n is even and k − k ′ = n=2; we have 'k(x) = x'k′(x) and, consequently, {Pm;k}m∈N are
the “kernel polynomials” of {Pm;k′}m∈N (cf. [6] for the de4nition).
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Two particular cases are worth noting
(i) For n= 2; Corollary 4.3 is reduced to Theorem 3 in [4].
(ii) For even n and R= 1; Corollary 4.3 is reduced to Theorem 6:5 in [26].
As an example, consider the Laguerre polynomials L()m (x) which are de4ned as the orthogonal
polynomials with leading coeLcients (−1)n=n! corresponding to the weight function
v(x) = xe−x; ¿− 1; 0¡x¡+∞:
Put Pm;0(x) = (−1)nm!L()m (x). According to Corollary 4.3, the polynomials Pm;k ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n − 1;
are monic orthogonal with respect to the weight function vk(x) = x2k=nv(x); that is
Pm;k(x) = (−1)nm!L(+2k=n)m (x):
Therefore the polynomials
()ns+k(x) = (−1)ss!xkL(+2k=n)s (xn)
are the monic orthogonal polynomials on the star En(+∞) for the weight function
'(x) = |x|n+n−1e−xn :
In particular,
(i) If  = (1 − n)=n; we obtain the Endl polynomials (cf. [17]). If moreover n = 2; we meet the
relations linking Hermite polynomials and Laguerre polynomials (1.2).
(ii) If n= 2; we obtain the generalized Hermite polynomials (cf. [30])
Hm(x) = 2
m()m (x);  = +
1
2 :
For  = 0 we obtain H 0m(x) = Hm(x) and the well-known relations (1.2).
Another example corresponding to the case '(x)=1 on the (n−1)-symmetric star En(1) introduces
a family of polynomials which reduces to the Legendre polynomials for n = 2 and to MilovanoviJc
polynomials for n= 4 (cf. [26]).
Case 2: Circles centered at the origin. We consider the particular case when C0 is the arc
20(3) =
{
z = 3ei4; 0646
2
n
}
;
where 3 is a positive real number and ‘ = n − 1. In this case, the (n − 1)-symmetric set C is the
circle 2(3) = |z|= 3 and the linear functional given by (4.2) is reduced to
〈S('; 2(3)); f〉=
∫
2(3)
f(z)'(z) dz; f ∈ P:
From Theorem 4.2, we deduce the following:
Corollary 4.4. Let {m}m∈N and {Pm(x)}m∈N be two orthonormal polynomial sets on the unit circle
with respect; respectively; to the weight functions '(z)=zn−1'˜(zn) and 5(z). The polynomials m(z)
satisfy the relation
ns+k(z) = zk Ps(zn); s ∈ N;
if and only if 5= '˜.
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This result was established by Marcell8an and Sansigre [20,21] for n= 2 and n= 3 and by Ricci
[28] for an arbitrary positive integer n.
As an obvious example, consider the case where '˜(z) = 5(z) = 1=z to obtain
m(z) = Pm(z) = zm; m ∈ N:
Another example for n= 3 and '(z) = z−1(2 + z3 + z−3) was given by Ricci [28].
Case 3: Regular polygons centered at the origin. Here, we consider the particular case when C0
is the segment
C0(a) =
{
z = a+ it; −a · tg
(
n
)
6t6a · tg
(
n
)}
;
where a is a positive real number and ‘ = n − 1. In this case the (n − 1)-symmetric set C is the
regular polygon n(a) given by the n vertices:
vk =
a
cos(=n)exp
(
i
(2k + 1)
n
)
; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1;
and the linear functional de4ned by (4.2) is reduced to
〈S(';n(a)); f〉=
∫
n(a)
f(z)'(z) dz; f ∈ P:
From Theorem 4.2, we deduce the following:
Corollary 4.5. Let {m}m∈N be an orthonormal polynomial set on the regular polygon n(a) with
respect to the weight function '(z) = zn−1'˜(zn); and let {Pm;k(x)}mN; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n − 1; denote
the orthonormal polynomials with respect to; respectively; the weight functions 'k(x) on the curve
Cn0(a) given by the parametric representation{
x(t) = R ((a+ it)n);
y(t) = I ((a+ it)n);
− a · tg
(
n
)
6t6a · tg
(
n
)
:
The polynomials m(x) satisfy the relation
ns+k(x) = xk Ps;k(xn); s ∈ N;
if and only if 'k(z) = |z|2k=n'˜(z); k = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1.
Next, we present three examples
Example 1. Let n=3 and a= 12 then the polygon 3(
1
2) is the equilateral triangle with vertices on
the unit circle:
vk = exp
(
i
(2k + 1)
3
)
; k = 0; 1; 2;
and the curve C30
( 1
2
)
is the almond de4ned by the parametric representation:{
x(t) = 18 − 32 t2;
y(t) = 34 t − t3;
−
√
3
2
6t6
√
3
2
:
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Example 2. Let n=4 and a=
√
2
2 ; then the polygon 4(
√
2
2 ) is the square which vertices located on
the unit circle:
vk = exp
(
i
(2k + 1)
4
)
; k = 0; 1; 2; 3;
and the curve C40
(√
2
2
)
is the almond de4ned by the parametric representation:

x(t) = 14 − 3t2 + t4;
y(t) = 2
√
2
( t
2 − t3
)
;
−
√
2
2
6t6
√
2
2
:
Example 3. Let n = 2 and a = 1=2 then the “polygon” 2
( 1
2
)
is reduced to the two vertical lines
x = 12 and x =− 12 and the curve C20( 12) is the parabola x = 14 − y2.
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